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The sett ing for our  discussion is a fixed Banach  space ~B, t h a t  is a normed  
l inear  space for which the  result ing metr ic  space is complete.  The conjugate  (adjoint) 
~*  of 9] is by  defiuition the  normed  l inear  space of all l inear  and continuous (equi- 
valent ly ,  bounded) functionals on ~ ,  where the  bound of a fanct ionM represents  
i ts  norm;  3~* is again a Banaeh  space. 

A sequence {xi} of e lements  in ~B is called a basis (more precisely a Schauder 
basis) if for  each x in 5~ the re  is a unique sequence of numbers  {at} such t h a t  

oo 

X - ~  ~-t OQXi" 
i = 1  

A Banach  spaoe gt is said to be separable if i t  contains a sequence of elements 
which toge ther  form a dense subset in ~ .  I f  a Banach  space has a basis, i t  is c learly 
separable, since the finite l inear  combinations wi th  rat ional  coefficients of the 
elements  appearing in a basis form a countable  dense subset in ~ .  The problem, 
whether  the converse is also t rue,  t ha t  is whether  eve ry  separable Banach  space 
has a (Schauder) basis, is known in the  l i t e ra ture  as the (~ basis problem }>. I ts  solu- 
t ion eluded the efforts of mathemat ic ians  for half  a century.  At  this moment ,  the  

problem in the  form stated above,  is still open. 
Closely in terwoven with the  basis problem is the  <~ approximat ion  problem ~), also 

open for almost  the  same length of t ime. The details follow: The t e rm (( operator  ,> 
will s tand for a l inear  t ransformat ion  f rom $ into 5~ which is also continuous 
(equivalently,  bounded) .  An opera tor  is t e rmed  (( complete ly  continuous }> if i t  
t ransforms the  (full) uni t  bal l  into a p recompact  set ( that  is, the  range of values 
of the opera tor  on the  uni t  ball  is conta ined in some compact  set). In  par t icular  
eve ry  opera tor  of finite rank~ t ha t  is one whose range is finite-dimensionM, is neces- 
sarily complete ly  continuous.  I t  is easy to see t h a t  the  range of a complete ly  con- 
t inuous opera tor  m a y  be always assumed to lie in a separable subspace. 

Le t  C represent  the  l inear  space of all comple te ly  continuous operators  on $ 

(*) Entrata in Redazione il 15 marzo 1973. 
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and ~ the linear subspace of all operators of finite rank. Clearly, a _c C. The 
linear spaces :~ and C (in fact any linear space of operators) is normed if the bound 
IIAll of aa operator A represents its norm. With this norm, ¢ is known to be always 
complete to start with. In particular, if {A,} is a Cauehy sequence of operators of 
finite rank, that is, one for which IIX --AotI- 0 then, there exists a completely 
continuous operator A such tha t  I[A,,--All--+0. On the other hand when the bound 
of aa operator represents its norm, the normed linear space ~ is not always complete. 
Whenever this oeem% we complete ~ in the standard fashion by considering the 
Cauehy sequences of elements in ~ (and introduce the standard identifications). 
We denote by [~] the resulting Cantor-~eray completion. The normed linear spaces 
~,  [~], C of which the last two are eomplet% are always linked by the inclusion 

Clearly the above inclusion becomes an equality when :5 is finite dimensional. 
This raises immediately the following questions: 

1) Consider the linear space a and C; we have always :~ c C. Can we state 
that  ~ = C if and only if ~ is finite dimensional that  is, on every infinite dimen- 
sional 33 there is always a completely continuous operator which is not of finite rank? 

2) Consider now the normed linear space :~. Can we state that  ~ - ~  [~], 
that  is, :~ is complete if and only if 33 is finite dimensional? I t  is clear that  if 3~ is 
n-dimensional then :~ is n~-dimensional hence automatically complete. Thus, we 
are asking: Is it true that  for every infinite dimensional space 33, we can always 
construct a Cauchy sequence of operators of finite rank which converges in bound 
(that is, uniformly) not an operator of finite rank? 

3) Consider the normed linear spaces [~] and C (which as already mentioned 
above are complete). Is it true that  (for every Banach space 33) we always have 

[a]=c?  

We readily show that  the answers to 1) and 2) are in the affirmative. The answer 
to 3) is not known since it is equivalent to the approximation problem referred 
to above. 

Assume thus that  33 is infinite-dimensional. I t  is well known that  for every 
infinite dimensional Banach space ~ we can find an infinite biorthogonal system 
{x~}, {/~), that  is, an infinite sequence {x~} of elements in 3~ and an infinite sequence 
{/~} of elements in ~* such that  

l,@j) = 0 for i # ~, 

],(x,) -=1 .  
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Clearly, any finite number of the x2s is linearly independent. Thesame holds 
for any finite number of the ]/s. Put  

d, = (lll,ii ltx, l129 

For every natural n, consider the operator S~ of rank n: 

S.(x) = y d,/,(x)x,.  
4.=1 

Observe if n > m, we have 

Thus, 

tts.(x)-S (x)tt = if X d,t,(x)x,H< 
~=m+l 

n 

 ,ttl, llllxiillx, l I=  2-'llxlf, 
i=m+l (=m-}-I 

]ls,-s, . l l< X 2-, 
~=m+l 

and (S~} is a Cauchy sequence of operator of finite rank. Since C is complete, there 

is completely continuous operator S such tha t  t t S - - ~ l l - . 0 .  Since 

S(x~) =lira S.(x,) = d,x, 

the range of S contains each x~ and hence S is not of finite rank. The preceding 
argument answers the questions (1) and (2) stated above in the affirmative. 

Problem 3) stated above may be asked as follows: Is it true that  every completely 
continuous operator on a Banach space is approximable in bound by operators of 
finite rank. IncidentMly, the answer is known to be in the affirmative for all the 
special Banach spaces considered thus far. 

Au affirmative answer to the above problem is the ultimate desideratum; it would 
simplify considerably the theory of completely continuous operators. A negative 
answer however, would be equally significant since it would actually settle the basis 
problem. To see the connection one argues as fotlows: I t  is well known tha t  a 
completely continuous operator from a Banach space into one having a Schauder 
basis (or merely some sort of a ~ generalized basis ~) can always be approximated 
in bound by operators of finite rank. The existence of a completely continuous 
operator (whose range may of co~rse be considered contained in a seaparable 
space ~BI) which is not approximable in bound by operators of finite rank, necessitates 
that  the separable Banach space ~ must not have a basis. 

Summarizing the above: A negative answer to the approximation problem 
implies a negative answer to the basis problem. 
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We repeat, the approximation problem amounts  to asking whether  always 
[ff~] = C. Since the problem continues to be open, it  m a y  be of interest  to propose 

(, milder ,> problem. Do [~] and C have always (~ the same ~ conjugate space. 
Again here, we m a y  have several versions of a milder problem depending on the 
interpretat ion of the  phrase <(~he same ~. We ment ion only two:  

I) Are always [.%]* and C* (~ equivalent ~ (<~ congruent ~)), t h a t  is, there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the two spaces preserving 
l inear i ty  and the  norm? 

II)  Are always [:~]* and C* l inearly homeomorphic (topologically-isomorphic) 
tha t ,  is there  is a l inear t ransformat ion from all of [9%]* onto all of C* which is 
one-to-one and continuous (the inverse t ransformation is then  necessarily also 
contimlous)? 


